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History’s Solution
to Unaccountable
Leaders

When times are tough, the great temptation of nations is to leave the tested

and true path and follow emotions and charismatic leaders who promise to save
them. We are entering a difficult time such as this in America. Our liberties, our
heritage and our prosperity are hanging in the balance. What will we do?
The good news is that we need look no further than our own cultural heritage to
find the brave stories of our ancestors. Against all odds they turned back to the
documents of liberty, the universal laws of history and the Bible. They then were
able to stop their unaccountable leaders in their tracks. The story of the incredible
transformation of England in the 17th century is a lesson for the ages and their
strategy of liberation is timeless.
At the start of the 17th century, the English were filled with hope that their
new young, “Christian” leader would bring real change. The English believed
he would bring reform and solve their problems. But instead, King James I used
his “Christianity” as a cover for even further economic, religious and political
corruption. He was like many of today’s seemingly unaccountable leaders in
America. James I proceeded to bankrupt his nation. He spent the nation’s
wealth on fighting foreign wars and giving money
and lands to his lovers, insiders and special
King James I used his
interest groups.
“Christianity” as a cover
When James I finally died in 1625, his son,
for even further economic,
Charles I, continued his father’s ways and was
religious and political
even more intolerant of true believers than his
corruption.
father. He used the Star Chamber, a kangaroo
court with no jury or appeal, to persecute
Charles I, son of James I, killed
biblically sound Christians such as the Puritans,
18,000 scottish ministers and their
Presbyterians, and Independents. In Scotland,
wives.
Charles simply sent his assassins to kill the
faithful ministers of the land. (He and his sons tortured and martyred 18,000
ministers and their wives.) In England, the king used the Star Chamber to
persecute believers, bypassing the Parliament and the courts.
On June 30, 1637, John Bastwick and two of his friends were found guilty of
criticizing the Arch-Bishop. These godly men were condemned in the Star
Chamber. Before all of London, they were pilloried, beaten and had their ears
cut off while they were hanging helplessly in the stocks. While Bastwick was
being tortured, his wife took a ladder and ascended the scaffold. She gathered
the tattered pieces of her husband’s ears in a cloth and then kissed him. The
bishop in charge of the torture raged, “What do you think of your husband
now?” She said, “I have never been more proud of him than I am at this
moment.” They dragged him away for a life sentence in jail and exile.
(Parliament later released John Bastwick and he went on to fight for freedom in
the English Civil War.)
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That day in 1637 was a wake-up call. After centuries of being controlled by
the terror of tyrants, the people of England stopped passively cowering while the
innocent were tortured. They treated the three prisoners as heroes as they were
taken from the scaffold and threw flowers at their feet as they were led away.
By this time, the English Parliament had been deeply impacted by the biblical
truths of the Reformation. They remembered their forgotten freedom documents.
Magna Carta and English Common law were based upon the Bible’s teaching
that civil authority is limited. The rulers were accountable to obey God’s law as
well as the people.
Three years after the mutilation of Bastwick, the Parliament abolished the
Star Chamber by law. It called the king to obey the laws of the land or lose his
throne. The king raised an army to defend his right to be a dictator and a five
year English Civil War ensued.
The king was defeated by the Puritan Christian army led by Oliver Cromwell,
tried for treason and executed. England was ruled by Cromwell and the Parliament
as a republic for twelve years. Although they eventually went back to the
monarchy in 1660, by 1688, the English established a limited monarchy forever
in the Glorious Revolution. The English Bill of Rights of 1688 is a landmark
document in the history of liberty. It set the stage for freedom in America.
How did England go from abject tyranny to liberty under law from 1603 to
1688? They did three things. All three of these steps were followed in colonial
America. We must repeat these if there is to be a recovery of our biblically
blessed nation today.
First, the English became a “People of the Book.” Beginning in 1560, they
had the Geneva Bible, a Bible in their own language. For the first time in a
thousand years, they were able to study the Bible and its application in their own
homes.
The English learned from the Scriptures that there is an appeal to the higher law,
God’s laws. They realized that if there is no appeal to a higher law, the tyrant
becomes god on earth over their lives, children, land and finances.
Second, in the 17th century the English reformers remembered and taught the
true history that had been forgotten for centuries - the glorious Christian,
blood-bought documents of liberty including English Common Law and Magna
Carta. With these powerful documents, they were able to hold their tyrannical
monarchs to the fire of God’s higher standard.
Third, the English, rose up and were willing to die if necessary, to defend God,
His moral order and the innocent against their “divine right” kings. They
demanded that the power of government be limited to its God-ordained role of
punishing evil and promoting good. The English had no alternative but to
finally fight for their freedom against the tyrant.
In America today, we have no right to consider taking up arms yet, since we
have not taught the American people the Bible’s directives for government and
we have, for the most part, become historically and constitutionally illiterate.
The World History Institute is dedicated to helping reverse this biblical and
historical illiteracy so that we can peacefully restore our one nation under God.
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A Word From the President:

The
Mayflower Institute
is expanding our outreach and
changing our name to the
World History Institute.
The new name symbolizes our commitment to bring the victorious history of
God’s liberating power and principles to
America and to every nation.
Founded in 1976, the Mayflower Institute
has been dedicated to proclaiming
Christ’s Gospel of liberty to the world,
and provides seminars, tours and
educational resources to prepare
Christians to biblically and historically
defend the faith in all areas of culture.
The World History Institute will expand
this effort by reaching our media
generation in all venues of the 21st
century_ speaking the truth through
ways they can hear it, understand it...and
believe it.
Economically, politically, spiritually we
are seeing major, sudden changes that
profoundly impact our families, our
nation and the world. This is no time to
panic but a time to prioritize and
commit. Now is the time to know what
we believe and to believe the truth...we
can triumph and rebuild.

World History Institute is a 501(c)(3)
non- profit Christian ministry.
Your involvement and tax deductible
contributions are encouraged and
greatly appreciated.
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